5 funky monkeys jumping on the bed. 1 fell off and bumped her head. Mommy called the doctor and the doctor said, "No more funky monkeys jumping on the bed."

4 funky monkeys jumping on the bed. 1 fell off and bumped his head. Mommy called the doctor and the doctor said, "No more funky monkeys jumping on the bed."

3 funky monkeys jumping on the bed. 1 fell off and bumped his head. Mommy called the doctor and the doctor said, "No more funky monkeys jumping on the bed."

2 funky monkeys jumping on the bed. 1 fell off and bumped his head. Mommy called the doctor and the doctor said, "No more funky monkeys jumping on the bed."

1 funky monkey jumping on the bed. 1 fell off and bumped his head. Mommy called the doctor and the doctor said, "No more funky monkeys jumping on the bed."

5 funky monkeys jumped on the bed. 5 fell off and bumped their heads. Mommy called the doctor and the doctor said, "Those funky monkeys should learn from their mistakes!"

The end

5 Funky Monkeys